
 

 

VITAL SIGNS 

 

Shorted DJIA 3/14 Open @ 13177.15 

3.5% Stop on ALL Shorts =13638.35 

Increased to 200% Short, using full margin 

At DJIA 12,727.21 for an avg px=12,952.18   

On market close July 16! Use same STOP 

         

         Shorted S&P500 3/14 open 1395.95 

         3.5% Stop on Short = 1444.81 

Increase to 200% Short, using full margin 

At S&P500 1348.51 for an avg px=1372.23 

On market close July 16! Use same STOP 

 

 

ALL OUR STOPS ARE CLOSE ONLY! 
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SEPTEMBER HAS THE WORST SKY PATTERNS! 

    

  The second of seven Uranus/Pluto square aspects 

comes in on September 18-19 [late night or early morning] 

depending on which coast you’re on.  The importance of this 

one rests with the fact that the Pluto is making its Direct 

Station less than 25 hours prior to the square! In addition, 

Mercury opposes Uranus and squares Pluto just after market 

close on the 20
th
.   

  On September 25-26 Mars and Venus attack the 

standing square.  The Full Moon of Saturday, September 29 

activates the full force and power of this very difficult 

alignment, igniting Revolutionary Actions around the entire 

globe.  At least as unsettling as the “Arab Spring” and far 

more concentrated in time.  How much will cause 

Geopolitical realignments and how much will be Natural 

Disaster related, we cannot guess at this time.  We urge you 

to complete “Hurricane-like” preparations, even in usually 

“stable” locations. 

  September is historically the worst market month, with 

October a close second.  We will soon see if Wall Street in 

conjunction with the “Working Group on Markets” or more 

casually known as the “Plunge Protection Team” will be able 

to hold this market up during the most negative astro-period 

right up into the end of the U.S. Fiscal Year!   

  It will be interesting to see what unsuspected issues 

will rise at that critical moment? October is a mystery of 

mixed signals.  The November eclipses may account for the 

next major challenges (13
th
 & 28

th
), and then the Mayan 

Calendar date (December 21) and the January 1 “Fiscal 

Cliff.”  All these take place with a declining Bradley Model 

and within the current Mars-Uranus Crash Cycle. 

  Our markets are continuing to produce more down days than 

up, even against a rising trend.  That means that someone is 

attempting to hold these markets up in the face of declining natural 

cycles.  It can be accomplished for a time, but the natural forces will 

have their way eventually.  The Dow Jones Industrial Average did 

not break the low of any previous year for an incredible 18 years, a 

historic anomaly, into the year 2000.  After that though, it has 

suffered two powerful crash periods and has made NO Net Gains, 

overall!   

  With seven of the last ten days closing on the downside, we 

are likely to have an oversold bounce for a few days, perhaps into 

mid-month when things begin to get a great deal more testy.  The 

technical market indicators have continued to erode near to historic 

change points, but are doing so very gradually, and have not yet 

precipitated the necessary countertrend corrective movements.  

  However, they ARE on the horizon, and that horizon is 

rushing towards us like a freight train!  There is no more time to 

make preparations.  The event horizon will meet equivalence in a 

matter of days!  The contents of Pandora’s Box is about to be 

unleashed on an unsuspecting world. Well, not exactly unsuspecting. 

If one has been reading the Headlines, that one is not unfamiliar with 

some of the possibilities.  The auguries for this time frame are such 

that many of the worst possibilities will occur & At the Same Time! 

  The chart (above) this page shows the XOI Oil Stock Index. It 

has traced out a large Triangle pattern.  The technical interpretation 

would be a large move in the direction of a breakout either above 

1320 or below 1060, which would define the direction of a much 

larger continuation.  Since the current Administration in DC has 

been inimical to Oil interests generally, a renewal of their White 

House contract could mean this particular industry might suffer. 

 Incidentally, did you see the headlines that CO2 emissions in 

the U.S. are at 20 year lows, due largely to greater use of natural 

gas? Unfortunately, that makes it harder for ‘renewable’ sources to 

compete in the marketplace.  Environmentalists wanted CO2 levels 

to drop down – they’ve dropped down.  Isn’t that a Win-Win? If so, 

why are they still unhappy?  It’s sort of like if we cured cancer, how 

many people would be out of work?  Don’t worry environmentalists, 

the coming Depression will cure ALL those problems! 

  



ANOTHER MACD SELL SIGNAL ON ALL MAJOR INDICES – MOMENTUM LOSS! 

 

 But this may or may not be the end of the upside yet as holidays and new month beginnings have a positive bias. 

We believe that if we do get one more rally, it will be the last one before significant damage ensues.  The Full Moon at 

10 AM Friday may have put the nail in the coffin, and it could override some very minor oversold readings.  The MACD 

momentum measures at index chart bottoms have already given Sell Signals, but they can have several false or early 

signals in an extended move such as this one.  Indeed, this one is already the third of a current series, and could be final.  

It would not surprise us [what would after now?] if there were another “spike” into higher territory as the final bait! 

 

 By the time our BRADLEY Model turns more negative after the second week of September, and time runs out 

for some of the more damaging sky patterns in decades, if not millennia, we will increase our downside investments of a 

personal nature, as this newsletter has already recommended a maximum position when the Mars-Uranus Crash Cycle 

became active on July 16.  The VIX has made a new low under 13.50 and the Rydex Cash (see charts last 2 CP issues) 

has made a further new low for all but two occasions.  Now the VIX has risen above the upper limits of a Declining 

Wedge pattern (not shown) indicating the possibility of ‘more to come.’ But we must SEE those higher levels to prove 

the negative market case, above 19, then 21. 

 

 We did a study some years ago, taking the largest down percentage days in the S&P500 Index from 1928, and 

distributing them around the year’s calendar dates.  The amazing results showed that two thirds of the greater down days 

occurred within one third of the calendar year, centered on the Fall Equinox!  Since most major world markets are in the 

Northern Hemisphere, the Fall Equinox represents the time of greatest negative changes from Light to Dark and from 

Hot to Cold.  We think that may be grounds for further studies relating to natural weather changes on various markets. It 

makes perfect practical sense.  September has the worst record for stock market gains and October has the second worst. 

The market seasonality is very well researched and very profitable over any but the shortest of time periods.  By the way, 

the Fall Equinox in the current Era lands on September 21 or 22, depending on Leap Year adjustments. 
  

 The 10-Year Bond chart which had finally begun to lose momentum and roll over has now popped back up near 

its highs.  There is some considerable sense of desperation in the massive efforts to hold things together (worldwide) 

which are about to fly off the handle. What day exactly is THAT going to happen?  We dare to predict that Financial 

Doomsday will appear at the end of this quarter, which is also the end of the United States Fiscal Year!  Someone is 

going to have to PAY with something REAL, and we will see, publicly, whether they can or they can’t. 

 

“There are times when the market gives the impression it is fading into nothingness. Volume 
becomes very low, trading ranges become very small, volatility becomes very low. Also, there is 
very little change in market levels, and day-to-day fluctuations are minimal. Looking back at 
history, when that happens, it is almost always a sign of a market high point.”   -- Dick Arms 

 



 

 

INTEREST RATE ON 30-YEAR BONDS TRAPPED BETWEEN 2 MOVING AVERAGES!      

 

 To the left of the chart (above) you can see that the low for rates previously (2.5%) was in the midst 
of the 2008 economic dislocation around the middle of December.  Although the highs took place around 
4.8% in each of the next three years, the yearly lows formed a steep declining trend.  Very easy money has 
been the policy of the Federal Reserve, and especially so from the Fall of 2011 when it broke the 3% support 
barrier.  The 30-Year rate oscillated around the 3% level for about six months and then rose to  a high near 
3.5% in mid-March of 2012. 
 
 From there the rate dropped precipitously registering an important low exacly on the Lunar Eclipse of 
June 4!  That day also held the Retrograde Station of Neptune (said to rule inflationary pressures) as well as 
an extremely rare passage of Venus across the face of the Sun.  After a bounce, rates drifted into a slightly 
lower low (a bit less than 2.5%) on July 25 where there was a Mercury trine Uranus and a Sun contra-parallel 
to Pluto (said to govern interest rates).  The 2.5% level did hold there and it rallied to the 3.0% level where 
further resistance was met at the 200-Day MA (heavy declining blue line) and oddly, another Mercury trine to 
Uranus, another aspect to Pluto and a New Moon on 17-18 August high mark.  
 

 Now rates have drifted back down about 50% of the recent rally from the lows, and is also 
encountering support from the 50-Day MA (heavy red line just beginnin to turn up).  A plethora of mixed 
planetary aspects this long weekend plus the 50-Day MA could turn the rate structure back up from here 
temporarily but it must break above 3% or below 2.63% to signal anything more significant.  We anxiously 
await developments near term, including any further QE’s or FED easing, and expect rates to break further 
upside over the next month or two. 
 

 

This pulls together all the pieces into a coherent whole.  And has links to all the references. 

http://www.nesaranews.blogspot.com/2012/09/update-sept-1-2012-wgs-pps-rv-and-whole.html 
 

WHILE YOU WERE ASLEEP. The Story of the 2012 Revolution By HopeGirl 
http://hopegirl2012.wordpress.com/2012/08/25/while-you-were-asleep-the-story-of-the-2012-revolution-by-hopegirl/  

 

Now Banks Can Legally Steal Retirement Accounts 
http://soundofheart.org/galacticfreepress/content/now-banks-can-legally-steal-retirement-accounts  
 
For metals we have purchased from Pat & Linda Gorman at Resource Consultants in Tempe, AZ (1-800-494-4149) 
and www.buysilvernow.com    I have been a speaker at their Tempe conferences for over 10 years.  
For long-lasting FOOD items I bought from Virgil Jackson and Celeste Chiappetta at Living Valley, LLC in Bigfork, 
MT (406-837-1350).  They are very knowledgeable Preparedness Consultants, specializing in long term food 
storage. I bought food from them in March 2010, since doubled in price.  livingvalleyfoods@gmail.com  
Both these couples are deeply spiritual, long-time friends.  We are not remunerated for this recommendation. 



 
 
The CRB Index continued its rise 

to 309.64! The pattern we mentioned last 
month about multiple commodities having 
a strange rally nearly every Friday, has 
continued more or less and is very 
suspicious for its unusualness!  “I get a 
distinct impression that money is coming 
out of weak countries banks FOR THE 
WEEKEND.” Could it be true that things 
are so bad that extraordinary safety 
measures are being implemented on a 
regular basis?   

OIL on its weekly chart (not 
shown) has risen back up to its 50-week 
MA resistance, while the daily chart shows 
the price out in the end of a triangle 
pattern and also at or near its 200-Day 
MA.  It must soon decide which way to 
jump.  The daily would look better above 
100 but the weekly shows heavier 
limitations in the 104-105 area.  

GOLD (at right) has been flat and 
quiet for awhile, but has now broken out 
upside above its 200-Day MA and a 
downtrend line from the September and February highs.  Altogether it looks quite a bit more dynamic, and entering a 
favorable seasonality, as well.  Minor resistance resides at the 1700 level and greater limitation at the 1800 level.  If 
“Uncle Ben” throws more money, it could pass through those quickly.  We think the world printing presses make the 
intermediate and longer term outlooks extremely favorable. 

 

 Our multi-year recommendation to Buy original Deutschmark-denominated Bonds in this space has really 
paid off!  Our decade+ Gold positions have done even better!  We think the strong commodity producing countries 
currencies and bonds retain a longer term advantage.  Currencies and Bonds of Australia, New Zealand and 
Canada remain prime on safety lists with greater geopolitical risk in those of Russia, Nigeria, Brazil, S. Africa & Iraq.  
 
Because sanctions against Iran Oil have cut production, Iraq has now passed Iran in Oil output, favoring the Dinar! 

 

 
 

 

ASTRONOMIC ACTIVITY – (Give all these a time period of +/- 2-3 Days) 
 

SEP 2-6 = Violence high but not necessarily bad for markets – Rise into our Holiday and a day or two after.   

SEP 7-10 = Things may turn much worse Friday-Monday 

SEP 15 = New Moon in Virgo Saturday = Sabian Symbol = “Mary and her white lamb”  “Is someone following someone around?” 

SEP 16-30 = Best bet for the worst in markets and politics and violence until Election week. Hostility and revolution take over! 

SEP 16 = Mars quincunx Jupiter, Moon squares Pluto, Moon opposes Uranus = Try to control a rising anger. 

SEP 17-18 = Mercury semi-square Mars,  Pluto Direct Station = Not just more anger, but obsessive, coercive ANGER! 

SEP 19=Early Wednesday Uranus squares Pluto=DELL says “Restless urges for change & independence clash with a controlling authority.” 

SEP 20 = After market close, Mercury attacks the Uranus/Pluto square ‘with both hands’!! The News is unusual and downright scary! 

SEP 25-26 = First Mars, then Venus aggravates the Uranus/Pluto square = Outbursts of extreme passion. 

SEP 29-30 = Most dangerous emotional period = Many will be aggravated into a determined and deadly process. Barriers crossed in anger! 

SEP 30 = End of United States Fiscal Year!    OCT 1 = Next CP Oct letter LINK due Oct. 1 

OCT 4 = Jupiter goes into Retrograde motion. = In one sense, it can mean that overriding protection is being lost. 

OCT 5 = Mercury and Saturn enter Scorpio together!  Mars leaves Scorpio on OCT 6. = Very important changes of direction Here and Now! 

OCT 7 = Decisions on Sunday may radically affect Inflationary Pressures on Monday. 

 

 
ATTENTION: The CP newsletters are usually mailed 1st Monday.   Next CP will be Monday, October 1. 


